Abstract --This paper presents an overview of the usage of metamaterial slabs and lens in applicators for hyperthermia cancer treatment procedure. The evolution of metamaterials starts from 2007 until 2017 was traced. The review indicates that Left handed metamaterial (LHM) lens when integrated with an antenna can improve focusing capabilities of the antenna used as an applicator to treat the cancerous area. However, current applicators have poor focal spot when directed towards the actual tumour area. Subsequently, a proposed modified applicator that integrates Left-Handed Metamaterial (LHM) lens with existing antenna is discussed. The proposed antenna termed LHMA is expected to have an improved focusing capabilities which could be used to kill cancerous tissues without severely affecting surrounding healthy tissues. The goal of the research is to reduce unwanted hot-spots developed using current available applicators. The focusing abilites of the proposed appicator will be evaluated using the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR).
INTRODUCTION
Interest in the development of antennas or sometimes termed as applicator for non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment (NIHCT) procedure has recently grown tremendously. This is because NICHT could destroy cancerous cells without severely affecting patients as opposed to other cancer treatment.
Nowadays, breast cancer contributes to the highest number on cancer incidences among women all over the year. In Malaysia specifically, according to [1] , women are the most at risk of cancer involving 10,290 patients out of 100,000 people in the year 2016 where it is the highest incidence with 14.5%, if compared to other cancer incidences such as lung, stomach and leukemia.
Cancer is a group of diseases involving uncontrolled division of abnormal cell growth that forms malignant tumor is that can then invade nearby parts of the body or spread to other organs. Cancerous cells can be killed by various cancer treatment methods such as radiotherapy, chemotherapy, hormone therapy and surgery [2] . However these methods are invasive and will harm the patient. For example surgery will cause physical pain and chemotherapy will cause pain due to chemicals injected in the bodies.
An alternative treatment is by the use of microwave hyperthermia which has to a certain extent been considered as an effective treatment for cancer therapy. Hyperthermia is also called thermal therapy or thermotherapy is a type of cancer treatment in which body tissue is exposed to high temperature. It is a treatment which requires high temperature around 41°C -45°C in order to provide a denaturation into a cancerous tissue which then will be induced to cell death with minimal side effects [3] , [4] . Hyperthermia can work alone or commonly as an adjuvant towards chemotherapy and radiotherapy.
Hyperthermia can be presented either invasive or noninvasive. According to [5] , non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment is safer and effective treatment to fight against various types of cancer with less pain and injury. Therefore, many researchers focused on non-invasive hyperthermia antenna/applicator recently. The applicator is considered as the main part of hyperthermia that it used to deliver electromagnetic energy which will transform as heat and then distributed and absorbed by the cancerous tissues at a certain level of heat and time.
The use of an appropriate antenna is very crucial as heat generated by the antenna Electromagnetic (EM) fields will be used to kill/destroy the cancerous tissues or cells. Various researches were conducted to obtain the quality of hyperthermia treatment from the perspective antenna design. Currently, research in the establishment of an antenna with the integration of metamaterial slab and lens has grown rapidly as depicted in Figure 1 .
II. METAMATERIAL
Metamaterial technology was further developed to lenses, where LHM slab can act as a lens that will focus the incident waves. Due to its unique characteristics, Pendry who introduced LHM lens which is known as perfect lens in 2000 reached a further conclusion that LHM lens had a great focusing capabilities of microwave energy of the antenna performance [6] . LHM lens is defined as an artificially designed material having several unique properties such as Backward Wave Propagation (BWP). It is also known as Double Negative(DNG) material and its lies in the third quadrant where permeability (µ) and permittivity(ε) are negative [9] as depicted in Figure 3 below.
The perfect LHM lens may amplify the evanescent waves so that break the diffraction limit of conventional lens to achieve a better focusing resolution [10] .
It is proved by many researchers that Left-Handed Metamaterial (LHM) lens has shown great potential in hyperthermia cancer treatment and have very good performance in microwave hyperthermia [11] , [12] , [13] , [14] due to its talent on focusing microwave energy and its unique focusing properties. Metamaterial technology was further developed to lenses, where LHM slab can act as a lens that will focus the incident waves. The most prominent property of LHM lens is the ability of negative-refractive index (NRI) to focus the electromagnetic field of a source. Hence it can generate appropriate focusing spot in biological tissue as required in microwave hyperthermia treatment. Based on the review it is proved that LHM lens give a better focusing capabilities rather than metamaterial slab.
In 2008, Yu Gong [7] had introduced LHM lens in hyperthermia cancer treatment technology. A four-lens LHM applicator was proposed for breast tumor hyperthermia. By adjusting the tumor position to some extent, the results indicate that the focusing effect is less affected. One flat LHM lens has been investigated in [13] for superficial tumor, where only one source is set behind a flat LHM lens. When position of microwave source is adjusted, the heating zone in tissue can also be easily adjusted in both lateral and depth direction in tissue as required in hyperthermia.
In [18] , Γ -shaped LHM lens applicator composed of two orthogonally-deployed flat LHM lenses was suggested. Furthermore, the feasibility of multiple sources sharing one flat lens has been introduced by Yonghui Toa in [19] , which forming a relatively large heating zone for hyperthermia for large superficial tumor and for conformal hyperthermia of superficial tumor was investigated in [11] A comparison between single, double and conformal four-lenses has been compared in [20] . It indicates that multilens systems had shown better alternative to produce temperature concentration within the tumours compared to single-lens. In [21] , superficial hyperthermia with a cylindrical LHM lens and conformal hyperthermia of superficial tumours with a cylindrical LHM lens in [22] had been introduced. Both demonstrated that by using multiple microwave sources and properly setting the source-to-lens distance or phases, a heating zone better fit to large superficial tumours can be generated.
A. Current applicators problem and issues.
The current existing applicators could not focus very well and are less coverage of heat absorption at the required area (cancer cells) and the area around the tumor to be treated. Thus the surrounding healthy cells are affected and the side effect of skin burn occurs [23] , From the observation obtained from the previous researchers, there is less coverage of heat absorption at the tumor area and the area around the tumor.
B. A New LHM lens Applicator Design
Based on the previous achievements on hyperthermia, a new design of LHM lens with difference shape will be integrated to an existing applicator that is expected to improve focusing capabilities. The LHM lens applicator will be designed guided by combining results from various researchers that have developed LHM lens applicator for hyperthermia. The LHM lens that will be designed is a combination of a modified microstrip antenna that had been introduced by K. Lias [24] .
K. Lias proposed an electromagnetic band gap that is embedded with microstrip applicator which is called as an EBG-M applicator. This proposed applicator gives a good result in term of penetration depth towards the treated cancer area but the gives less in focusing capabilities towards the treated cancer area. Therefore, LHM lens will be proposed to enhance the existing applicator which can give better focusing capabilities. .
C. Proposed Research Framework
Using simulation software, an applicator that integrates LHM lens is developed. The software was also used to create breast phantom models based from real data of breast cancer images collected from a hospital cancer department. The breast phantom model was created so that the SAR due to the application of EM wave from the developed applicator could be studied. This is similar [25] , who also used breast models to study the sensitivity and strength of non-invasive hyperthermia treatment. A review from literature, Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) is a common used parameter which characterizes the heating of the tissue [26] . The specific absorption rate (SAR) created by the developed applicator on the phantom breast model will be analysed.
The setting of the variation distance of tumour position from the applicator will be proposed to solve the focusing problem of non-invasive hyperthermia cancer treatment. Figure 4 below shows the focusing scheme when using LHM lens and Figure 5 shows the complete model for NIHCT applicator investigation.
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D. Equation for LHM lens
LHM lens can be considered as an effective isotropic medium characterized by the relative permittivity, and permeability, as follows:
Where δ is the damping frequency, the electrical plasma frequency, and the magnetic plasma frequency.
E. Thermal Units
For thermal radiation, there are two most important equations; the specific absorption rate (SAR) and Penne Bioheat equation.
Where is a conductivity of tissue (S/m), E is an electric field (V/m), is a density of tissue (kg/ 3 ), C is specific heat tissue (J/mK), k is a thermal conductivity of tissue (W/mK), T is temperature of tissue ( ), is a blood temperature ( ) and is a convective heat transfer coefficient (kg/m3).
SAR is a common used parameter which characterizes the heating of tissue. It is also a good thermal dosimetry measure. Penne Bio-heat equations shows the heat transfer in human biological system. Both equations are important in hyperthermia thermal study and is used in research either through computational simulation or experimentation or combination of both methods in order to control temperature required for hyperthermia treatment.
III. CONCLUSION
An overview of metamaterial applicator for noninvasive hyperthermia cancer treatment was presented. The reviewed metamaterial slab and lens applicator have performed relatively well and achieved their planned objective which is to provide quality hyperthermia treatment in term of focusing capabilities of an antenna towards the treated cancer area. However, the current applicator had poor focal spot towards the actual tumour area. Thus, further research will be conducted to improve hyperthermia treatment mainly in term of improving applicator focusing capabilities to destroy cancerous tissues without giving any effect to the surrounding healthy tissues during the hyperthermia cancer treatment procedure.
